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...s t,nnis wins Big Sky

This last issue is being put out with a
lot of relief and memories.
I've been lucky tohave the job. I've
been given the opportunity to meet a lot
of different people and learn about a lot of
different viewpoints. Nqt pVeryone gets to
run across such a variety of people in
such a short amount of time. I always
thought this is what colleg1tan4.get!ing an
education should be like.
If anything, the year confirmed a couple of cliches. One is that opinions are
like noses, and yes, everyone has one.
Some people, while they still have that
one nose, have more than one opinion and
vocally express all of them.
The other cliche is "you can please
some of the people some of the time but
not all of the people all of the time."
One student Of faculty member or
administrator will like an article or picture and another individual will think it is
positively horrible. It says a lot for diversity of taste.
But these people have been fun. I've
enjoyed sparring with them on the issues.
They've kept the job interesting.
I want to thank the staff for hanging in
there and overcoming what l.initially
thought were insurmountable technology
problems. The problems amounted to

some late nights and more than 'a few
headaches, but the paper always got out.
It wouldn't have happened without their
dedication and patience. .
'
Good luck to next year's staff. I'm
leaving the paper in the capable hands of
Kate Neilly Bell, next year's editor. She
has been involved with the paper for three
years and knows how this thing runs:
.
She'll do new and interesting things.
Finally, congratulations to Arbiter
staff members who won awards at the
Idaho Press Club banquet. They are:
• Kate Bell, first & third in
Watchdog/Investigative;
first in; Serious'
Feature; second in Light Feature.
• Adam Rush, second in
Watchdog/Investigative.
• Rhett Tanner, first in Serious
Feature; first in Light Feature.
• Joe Relk, second in Serious Feature.
• Jason SIevers, third in Light Feature.
• RIck Kosarlch, first in Photography.
• Scott SchmalJohn, first in Graphics.
• Ryan Donohue, first Graphics.
The Arbiter took first place in the
Editorial division and third in General
Excellence.

The Arbiter is the official student newspaper of Boise State University. Its mission is to prOVide a
forum for the discussion of issues impacting the campus and the community. The Arbiter's budget
consists of fees paid by students of BSU and advertising sales. It is distributed to the campus and
community on Wednesdays during the school year. The first copy is free, additional copies are S1
each, payable at The Arbiter offices.
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McLuskie receives senior
Fulbright Fellowship
Boise State University communication professor Ed
Mcluskie has been selected for a prestigious Fulbright
Scholar award to the University of Vienna, Austria
during spring semester
1997.
The purpose of the
Fulbright Program is to
increase mutual understanding between the people of the United States and
Austria
through
the
exchange of lecturers,
research scholars, teachers
and students.
Mcluskie will share his
research with Austrian colleagues and graduate stu- Ed Mcluskie
dents at the Institut fur
Publizistik- und Kommunikationswisserischaft. There
he'll study how Austrian communication scholars do
historical-critical
research. He'll also teach two
advanced graduate seminars. .
The fellowship will allow McLuskie to consolidate
his research into a book, which will be a critical-intellectual history of communication as a field of study.
Mcluskie's current research examines the differences between communication and control. U.S.
Scholars usually equate communication with control,
but McLuskie argues that they differ in theory,
research practice and consequences for society. He
will share his thesis in Vienna, where German-speaking philosophers and social scientists are more sharply
attuned to such critical-theoretical analyses.
McLuskie earned his Ph.D. at the University of
Iowa. His dissertation focused on Paul Lazarsfeld, a
Viennese emigre known as the "founding father" of
mass communication research in the United States. He
joined the BSU faculty in 1981.
j
I
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given to Jim Bourquin, associate of science freshman;
Judy Larson, associate of science sophomore; Wendy
Allen, bachelor of science sophomore; Terri
Koslowski, bachelor of science junior; and Kristina
Kuhnhausen-Olsen, bachelor of science senior.
The department's Spirit of Nursing Award went to
student Deborah Rush •.
Janet Tweedle of the associate of science program
and Judy Farnsworth of the bachelor of science program were each selected for The Award for
Excellence"infeaching:
,. ,,-, •.<,.
.
.
The Award for Excellence in Scholarly Activity
was given .to Margaret Leahy of the associate of science program and Janet Satterwhite of the bachelor of
science program.
Jean Carey of the associate of science program and
Barbara Allerton of the bachelor of science program
received the Award for Excellence in University of
Community Service.

AmeriCorps is taking
applications

Idaho TRIO AmeriCorps is looking for women and
men ages 18 and up for full-time and part-time national service positions throughout the state.
AmeriCorps members serve at Idaho colleges and
universities and in high schools and prisons at tutors
and mentors to "at-risk" youth. and adults. Members
tutor English, math, history and other subjects, teach
study skills or help parents work with their children on
homework, develop mentoring programs and help
youth find career paths of their choice. Members can
help students believe in themselves, they help develop
self-esteem where there is no and they help give students a chance to be involved in their communities by
participating in services projects.
AmeriCorps members learn new skills, improve
professional skills and work on 'personal goals.
AmeriCorps helps build communities in the areas
of education, public safety, human needs and the environment,
Each full-time member receives a living allowance
of $7,945 for a year of service. Upon successful completion of services, a full-time member is eligible to
receive an education award of $4,725. Full-time memBSU's Volunteer Services Board honored students bers also receive health insurance and may be eligible
and student organizations at its Volunteer Recognition for child care coverage. Each part-time member
receives a living allowance of $4,302 for one or two
Ceremony on April 25.
years
of service. Upon successful completion of serIndividual certificates were presented to the following student volunteers: Marilyn Rich, Kelly Hardy, vice, a part-time member is eligible to receive an education award of $2,362,
Shauna Archibald, Mary Knuth, Monica Morgan,
Sites are available around the state in Boise, Coeur
Brent Holloway, Jeri Henry, Carey Crill, Mindy M.
d'
Alene,
Kellogg, Lapwai, Lewiston, Moscow,
Herrington, Tina Norton, Nichole Crowder, Jessica
Nampa,
Pocatello,
Twin Falls and Wallace beginning
Aguilar, Brandon Harvey, Nichoel Baird, Amy Arg~n,
Susan Rice, Jodi M. Barnes, Leigh Acosta, Bdith the September 1996. Applications are being sought for
these positions.
.
Newman and Patrick McCurry.
To
request
an
application
or
for
more
information
Organization awards were presented to Kappa
call 1-800-933-5272 and ask for AmeriCorps.
Sigma fraternity,
Physical Education
Majors
Association and Alpha Sigma Sorority.

Student volunteers,
organizations recognized

Students, professors win
nursing awards
Five students and six professors from the Boise
State University Nursing Department were honored
recently at the department's
seventh annual
Student/Faculty Awards Convocation.
Student Awards for Academic Excellence were

Historian receives Library
.Faculty Award from BSU
Nick Casner, assistant professor of history at Boise
State University, is the winner of the 12th Annual
Library Faculty Award from BSU. The award was ereatedto honor faculty members who are especially supportive of the library, use a variety of library services
and involve their students in significant library

research.
In addition to having his name added to a permanentty displayed plaque, Casner will receive a certificate of recognition and a $100 gift certificate from the
BSU Bookstore.
Library Director Tim Brown will present the award
to Casner at 2 p.m. May 1 in the Albertsons Library
Staff Lounge. Refreshments will be served. The public
is invited to attend.

Psychologist to discuss
writing in the classroom
May 1 in Ed. Building
How to use journals. as a teaching tool and stimulate student ideas arc among the topics to be discussed
by Boise State University psychology professor Jerry
Dodson for a presentation
on "Writing in the
Psychology Classroom" on May 1.
The program, which is part of the Psychology
Department's brown bag colloquia series, begins at
12:45 p.m. in Room 643 of the Education Building.
Dodson is a former high school English teacher
who attended a semester-long conference on writing
across the curriculum. He joined the BSU faculty in
1970. Admission is free.

BSU Foundation awards
grants to nine projeds
Nine proposals by Boise State University faculty
and staff members have been selected to receive grants
from the BSU Foundation.
The BSU Foundation established the grants program in 1990 to fund special projects that will enrich
the' university and the general community but which
were not traditionally covered under other funding
programs.
Projects and applicants are:
• "Las Mujeres De America Latina: The Women of
Latin America" - submitted by Florence MoorheadRosenberg, Department of Modern Languages.
• "Faculty Development for Process Education: A
Faculty Workshop on Teaching Strategies For Active
Learning" - submitted by Paul Dawson, mechanical
engineering.
• "Literacy Development for Diverse Learners:
Combining
Oral Traditions
with Cyberspace
Publishing" - submitted by Molly O'Shea, Asia
University America Program, and James Armstrong,
Secondary Education Department.
• "Structural Equation Modeling Workshop" submitted by Rob Turrisi, Psychology Department.
• "How Do Theatre Students Learn Professional
Performance Standards?" - submitted by Kent Neely
and Richard Klautsch, Theatre Arts Department.
• "Innovative Research in Biology: Seminar Series"
_ submittedby Peter Koetsier and Jim Long, Biology
Department.
• "Summerfest '96" - submitted by James Cook,
Music Department.
• "Celebrating Differences: Mutual Valuing in the
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Health' Care Community"
- submitted
by
Margaret
Leahy and Jean Carey, Nursing

Department,
,

• "Case in Point: A Workshop Connecting
Boise State with the Local Community" - submitted by Dusty Bodie and Stephanie Hunt,
International Business program.
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.Both libraries will keep regular hours. At both
libraries, holdings can be located through use of
Lasercat, a CD·ROM version of the Washington
Library Network database. In the Albertsons
Library, Lasercat is mounted on the CD"ROM
network. The Idaho State Library has Lasercat at
two workstations. Both libraries will check out
materials using alternate methods. Library materials due during this period still need to be
returned on time.

Crime Log

"

Lj~,r~ry'$, (;~t"JY$Ji,~~t~,~
MAY 1 - driving while suspended, Campus Lane
upgraded in May

4'~

Please contact Mary at; Family MQtters.",--,.

'.'-"U; •

4740 S. Maple Grove Rd. Boise, 10 83709 phone 362-6358

NOWHIRING

.cCatalyst,·
the- Albertsons- Library/Idaho State
Library online catalog, will be unavailable for
approximately
one week beginning at 5 p.rn.
May 14; During this time, the computer system
will be upgraded with a new version of the software and the database will be reindexed.

at Chaffee Hall.
April 25 ~ five (ounts fugitive to Idaho, Campus
Lane at Friendship Bridge.

Counseling Center asks BSU
to welcome gay, lesbian,

bisexual students
br Susan Strader
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The BSU Counseling Center mailed 1,500 letters to faculty and staff members to promote a
more hospitable atmosphere toward gay, lesbian
and bisexual students.
The Counseling Center, along with Bisexuals,
Gays, Lesbians and Allies for Diversity and
Affirmative
Action, has officially launched
Operation Safe Haven.
The idea for Operation Safe Haven came
from a conference in Denver altended by Chris
Morse Herod, a counselor ,.

the pink triangle signifies "Never Forget and
Never Again." Faculty and staff are being asked
to place pink triangles in their windows as a
silent statement of support.
Herod said, "students need to feel comfortable talking to faculty about what is bothering
them without having to pretend they're something they're not." Herod also said that since
Boise State is a smaller, conservative school, the
pink triangles in the windows would be the best
way to send a message and get more faculty and
students involved in becoming allies to students.
On April 9, ASBSU Senate Resolution #12,

'InGermanythey camelirstfOitho Communists,
andldidn'tstleok
,
'I'
upbecauseI wasn'ta Communist.Thenthey came rorth,eJews; ondJ
m,ake gay, lesbian and !~idn'tspeokup be~ous~/.wosn't~}e~Th~n ..~h~y'~~me'f6r'thjtfods
~ ~~: u~~; tf~~~: ~~e fe: ~ ipqio.qis~Dn~IJidn'~speakupbe~aUS8./~~q'tqtlq~
,
campus, but also to sup- ;th~YfO~~J~r'heCllth~fi~ondldi1nlt.sleq~:Y#;~l
.,
~~ ~t ~~~; ~ tm~t~~~: ~s ~~ ;e[otestHnt~J"enth,eycameJO(mS, anJbYJhp,·#m~ "i~;'A~.J!It,O.·..
campus based on sexual ;sp~k~p.'.'
..' . .."
..
i/·'
;.·;i'(::!o:&J~;;)),A;'~itN>x;

at the Counseling Ccnterv ]
Operation Safe Haven is .
not only an attempt to •

::~:::::~,~:;:,~~"~:~
':;"~~1l~M~il!~dIei,ihp~i[i~~'iMi~
was accompanied
by a:'
pink triangle. The pink

.,

triangle is a symbol of the gay and lesbian
movement. It also represents support for those
with an alternative lifestyle. However, the pink
triangle
has a history dating back to the
Holocaust. Everyone is aware that during the
Holocaust millions of people were forced into
concentration camps and even death because of
their religion and race. Homosexuals were also
forced to face these same conditions because of
their sexual orientation. Just like Jews were to
wear a designating symbol (the Star of David),
gays were also forced to wear something idcntifying- the pink triangle. What is astonishing is
that after the war most prisoners in concentration
camps were rescued, but those with pink triangles weren't-not
even by allied forces. Today

...."
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designed to endorse and sponsor Operation Safe
Haven, was vetoed by ASBSU President Jeff
Klaus. Although the resolution was passed by
the senate, it was vetoed when six senators (half
the senate membership) wanted to change their
"yes" votes.
Since the leiters were sent to faculty on April
22, there have been a number of positive
responses from faculty and staff. Many rcsponses requested more pink triangles. Some wanted
more information on how to become a better ally
and were interested in attending a workshop.
The pink triangle as a silent statement of support is just one step in an effort ban discrimination on campus based on sexual orientation and
becoming more supportive of those who choose
an alternative lifestyle.
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Marriott loses battle lor
food.servlceto Fine Host
bI Mary Doher'I
Marriott Dining Services will no longer be
providing students and faculty, with, their recommended daily allowances of .nutrltlonal
foods. Fine Host Food:Services will be taking over,alld
liberating, student meal and
catering responsibilities.
'
.. ,,' <f.i!,1~"'qs~ I~ a. ~.mp'any "~l1owriaround the
country for serving wide vllrieties of foods
and concessions
at giant venues such as
sporting events' and large entertainment productions.
Bruce Turner, Marriott Dining Services
General Manager, said it hasn't yet been
determined when the Fine Host company will
begin to come in and start making changes to
the SUB, but he thinks it will be this spring.
Turner said some areas, such as catering, will
be turned over to Fine Host on July 1.
Turner mentioned some ofthe things
Marriott was planning to improve on, had
they been chosen to renew their contract.
"We were going to put in a McDonald's as
well as some other new things students
requested," said a disappointed Turner. "We
worked with some student focus groups to
find out what the students at BSU wanted,'
and we were ready to meet those needs."
Marriott has not seen Fine Host's proposal, and doesn't know what changes will be
made to the SUB when Fine Host takes over.

A copy of Fine Host's contract proposal is
not yet available.to the Arbiter. Turner speculates that revisions and possibly remodeling
will take place in Tablerock Cafe; Maggie's,
Brava, and the Riverview Deli (found on the
lower level of the Education Building).
Turner did say that all of the Marriott
employees will be let go and need to reapply
for positions andre-interview with Fine Host.
None of the students affected by the lay-off
are on the work study program; because those
jobs were nota part of work study. ThepeopIe that will be effected the mostby the
turnover are the people who have beenlong
term associates for the Marriott company at
BSU.
One Marriott employee, Joseph Wilson,
has been with the catering services for about
one year. He said he is among those who
have been there the longest (aside from upper
management). Wilson was told by his superiors that he would have better chances of
getting rehired with Fine Host than a person
who wasn't already employed by Marriott.
Wilson said he is somewhat worried about
job security, because the catering service was
his second job, and he was mostly an on-call
person. Since Fine Host's contract bid was
lower than Marriott's, Wilson is worried that
if rehired, he may suffer a cut in pay.
The Arbiter will be reporting over the
summer on the specific changes being made
in food services for the fall.

University faces computer lab funding dilemma
shouldn't be closed in favor of the new 24-hour lab. She
said labs to be closed would be chosen by the provost,
deans of college involved,
and the Computer
Governance
Committee.
Within the next two years, BSU's Computer
Asked why funds for the computers were not includGovernance Committee will consider a proposal to raise
ed
in the cost of the new building, Steve Schmidt, direcstudent computer lab fees and reduce the number of labs '
tor of institutional research, said, "We're not able to puron campus by 50 percent.
chase moveable equipment with our construction budFunds must be found for the purchase of 115 computget. Chairs, tables, computers, even waste baskets must
ers for the 24-hour computer lab in the Multi-Purpose
be covered by a university purchase order."
Classroom Building, currently under construction.
The money for the new computers must be raised by
"The issue is not lab closures. The issue is consolidaeither
fund-raising or from university resources.
tion," said William Ruud, dean of the College of
"I've
just sent a request to Provost Daryl Jones for
Business and Economics and chairman of the Computer
the purchase of 115 computers-new
586s and 486sGovernance Committee. "There are 26 labs on campus
for
the
lab,"
Schmidt
said.
including the teaching labs and the new lab, and that's
The total funds requested, depending on the number
way too many."
of
each model approved, lies between $246,000 and
Ruud believes the $300,000 currently allocated to lab
$336,000.
funding can be spent more efficiently if campus labs are
Although there are a number of alternatives for fundreduced from 26 to 10 or 12.
ing
currently under consideration, the most attractive
~'We're stretched so thin, students arc not getting the
option is a combination of lab consolidations
and
resources they need," he said.
increased
student
fees,
Ruud
said.
In order to provide greater access to computers on
He claims most students he's spoken to favor an
campus, the new multi-use classroom building currently
increase in lab fees it if means an improvement in curunder construction will contain a 100- to 120-station
rent technology. Students currently pay a computer lab
computer lab on the ground floor. Robert Unarau, profee of $13 per semester. University of Idaho students
ject architect, said the lab was designed to allow the
pay about $40, and other universities pay between $50
building to remain secure while providing access to the
lab, rest rooms and vending room area. Plans call for the and $100, or more, he said;
"We will consider raising the fee to between $20 and
lab to be open 24 hours a day and staffed with lab assis$25. We want 10 to 12 labs where the smallest one is
tants, said Chris Hurst, director of computer services.
Toward-the end of March, rumors began to circulate, better than anything we have now," Ruud said.
If a decision is made to raise fees and consolidate
that instead of one more lab on campus, there might be
labs, he promises students will be substantialimproveconsiderably less. Hurst confirmed' that deans of col';
ments iii current technology and accessibility to equipleges with labs had been asked 10 justify why their labs

by Diana Caldwell

ment,

Asked whether the COmmunication Department lab
would be among the labs slated for closure, department
chairman Marvin Cox said, "The closing of the
Communication
Department
computer lab is not
assured. Plans are being made right now for. a two-year
tra isition, and this is just one proposal that's being considered."
COx said he has been asked by the, dean to prepare
arguments for alternate proposals. He will be gathering
input from students and facuIty regarding the possible
loss of the lab in the Communication Department.
Sergio Myers, president of the communication student organization, said he is convinced the decision to
close computer labs across campus has. already been
made.
"They say nothing until it's done," Myers said.
Myers has planned a campaign to save the lab in the
COmmunication Department.
"I need support from the Communication Department
students to stop this," he said. "The communication lab
is the only lab on the other side of campus. There are no
labs in the Student Union Building."
A computer lab in the Student Union Building is only
of the options Ruud's committee is considering.
"We'll maintain current funding for a two-year period. Nothing will be done until then," Ruud said.
During the next two.yeara..Ruud wants people.on
campus to think about alternatives for. funding the new
lab.
.
"We wantsuggestions.COn~lidation
isn!>t the only
issue. What about more .dlal-ups, or more plug-Ins
across campus?" he said.'~We welcome ,onyideas,no
matter how wild you think they might ~ ..!
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Help us seve lives

F

or fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes, we
recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are tax-deferred
annuities designed to help build additional assets-money that
can help make the dilTerence between living and living well
after your working years are over.
Contributions to your SRAs are deducted from your salary
on a pretax basis. That lowers your current taxable income, so
you start saving on federal and, in most cases, state and local
income taxes right away. What's more, any earnings on your
SRAs are also tax-deferred until you receive them as income.
That can make a big dilTerence in how painful your tax bill is
every year.

HAVE FUN & MAKE MONEYI
National land developer seeks honest, highly motivated
Individuals who enjoy the outdoors to sell high quality,
Idaho ranch land. extensive traIning, ~nleads provided.
Lucrative commissions pius bonusl Benefits available.
Fax resume & cover letter to

208-839·2274
orma" to:
Main St. PO Box 150~WhlteBird, 10 83554
an equal opportunl employer

As the nation's largest retirement system, based Oil assets
under management, we olTer a wide range of allocation choices
- from the TIAA Traditional Annuity, which guarantees
principal and interest (backed by the company's claims-paying
ability), to TIAA~CREF'8 diversified variable annuity
accounts. And our expenses are very low,· which means more
of your mone,)'goes toward improving your future financial
health.
To find out more, call I 800 842-2888. We'll send you a
complete SRA information kit, plus a free slide calculator that
shows you how much SRAs can lower y01l1' taxes.
Call today-it couldn't hurt.

Ensuring the future
for thOllBwho shape It....
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Out of Doors
,

reaffirms

<

• ~,

•

Commission
In previous years. The fish and Game,
salmon/ st .. lhead position
Commission changed the applkatioli Period
Meeting In lewiston AptiI18, the ldaha ' this year a1the request of mony hi/nters
Fbh and Game Commission reaffirmed Its
who wanted more time to arrange VlKaIions
commitment to the future of salmon and '
cindPfepare for big game hunts.
steelhead.
Minor adlustmenls In the numbers of
The commlssloners voted to adopl a new, permits have been made, as they are most
policypaper that continues their strong'
years,toaccounf for changes In herd comstance In favarof taking theadionsneces.
poshlons; however, hunters willsee no slg·
sary to recover fishable salmon runs ond ' nifkantdxmges from lost year. Responding
protecting steelhead papulatlons.
to another mild winter and good foroge con·
•Ahhough a regional solution will be
dUions,deer and elk herds are expected to .
rOquinilto recover Idaho'Ssalmonaiid'" ..."" continue to &Xpondthltyeer.ldaoohunters
steelhead, these fish ore first and foremost
took a record number af elk lost foil.
lhe heritage of the chlIens and tribes within
Big Game hunling ruta booklets contain
Idaho. We willnot abrogate our responslbil~ Information on general hunts and controlled
Iy toward this heritage even Iffederol agen- hunts, as well as hunting unUmaps and
cles and other Interests continue to do so,"
descriptions. Hunters must use the hunt
lhe new polkysays.
numbers In the new booklet; hunt numbers
"The Commissionreaffirms Its commU. will not necessari~ be the same for this
mentto recover sustainable salmon and
yea~s hunts as they were lost season.
steelhead fisheries InIdaho.lhe
lhe booklet aka describes the use of the
Commission Is not Interested In museum.
new automoled license vending machines,
piece management of Idaho's salmon and
called Polnt-of·SoIe Machines or POS'M.
sleelhead. Short. and Iong.term recovery
lhese machines will nol be used this year In
actions mustleod to a level of recovery .
the process of applying for controlled hunts.
which provides conslsteld, harvestable sur.
Controlled hunt applkalions willbe token by
pluses. losing our fIShIs not acceptable,"
Fishand Game In the same manner as In
lhe poper continues.lhe polky goes on to
previous years. Paper applkotlon farms will
explain actions the commission supports In be available at vendors and Ash and Game
the areosof mlgrotlon corridor, hatcheries,
offices. POS'Mswill be used to purchosetags
harvest and hobuol.
after the drawing.
'
Hunters may app~ for controlled hunts
during May by using their VIsa, MasterCard,
PubIc Invited to dean up the
Amerkan Express or Discovercredu cords
Bofse River Greenbelt Pathway
when they call1·800·TAG·DRAW (824·
3729) from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. MSTweekdays
and parks
The publk Is InvUedto adopt the Boise and 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturdays. Hours will
Riverand Greenbelt Pathway and to portkl· be extended to midnight MSTonMay 30
and 31.
pole In the Boise RIverFeslival's River
LIcensesand tags are available to nonAppreciation Day, a ~Int project thol kkks
residents who call1·.a00·55HUNT5 (554·
off Saturday, May 11 at 8:45 a.m. aI the
Ann Morrison Memorial Park Shelter. Clean 8685) and use their credu cords from 7
a.m.,to 11 a.m. MSTweekdays, 8 a.m. to 8
up willbegin at 9:30 a.m.; trash bogs will
p.m. Saturdays and 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. '
be provided.
Sunday.
Boise River Feslivoland Boise Parks &
Individual results of the controlled hunt
Recroollon are working together this year to
drawing will be available 24 hours a. day
pkk up debrb along the pothway and In
from Ju~ 10 through 30 at1·900·CALL·
downlown parks. BaM River Fesllval will
4TAG(225·5482).lhls call willcost 75 cants
aka be signing folks up 10 help with pork
maintenance during lhe River Festival, June per minute.
lhe number for Information, map order
27·30.
forms, rule booklets and applkatlon forms Is
Boise Parks & Recreation's program
asks volunteers to·adopt" a portion of the , 1-800·635·7820.
river for IllIer potrol and commit one day
each monlh to pkk up trash along their des- Apphcatlons sought for Boise
Ignated segment of the river pathway.
Greenbelt and Pathways
For morelnformolion, coli the Boise
Committee memben
Parks & Recreation coordinator, 384-4083
Boise Parks & Recreolion Is In need of
or the Boise River Festival office, 338-8887. applkonls 10 serve on the BaM Greenbelt
and Pathways Commillee by May 15.
Big game rules available
•A lener of Interesl and a resume Is all
Idaho big game rule booklets, Including lhotls needed for someane to express a
conlrolled huntlnformotlon, were shipped to desire in serving on the commlUee,Ii says
license vendors and local Fishand Game
Tom Governale, superintendent of admlnls·
offtces Ihe week of April 15.
trollon. "We antkipate three openings to
The most notkeable change for this year become available due to term explrallons
Is the applkation period for elk, deer, black and resignations."
bear- and antelope controlled hunts.
Members are asked to serve three
Applkalions for controlled hunts must be
years.
mode during the month of May, not June as
The' nine-member volunteer cornmlUee

'
•
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compiled by Rbell Tonner
.'

formulates and Implements poIky for the
grom here for you. Atthis seminar, we're
raffles and boot demonstroiions.
.greenbeltand pathways, studies trod needs giving people as many oppor1unDIesto
Bring your swImsuh and try QU1 a kayak
and Pfomotes dllzen awareness of pathway leam to be safe Inwhatever croft they
or canoe In the BSUpool with Iocolbooting
beneflts.lhey aka identify pathway conchoose to take on the water. If you toke
experts and members of BSU'sOutdoor
carns and advises thy offklok about safely, partin the sessions designed for the kinds of Adventure Program.
use, development andmalnt8llOlK8.
boot or roft or croft you use, you'D realize
lhe progrom Is sponsored by
In oddUion,the commlnee assists Boise thot safely does nat mean you give up the
Intermountain Orthopedk Specialists, .
Parks & Recreollon stoff wilh the planning, fun. You con be safe, and you'll hove moreCoscode
Raft, the Boise Stole University
development and management of the
fun. There's no rule thot says you have to
Outdoor Adventure Program, A1ternole
greenbelt and work through the Boord of
be co&!when you go out on the river. that's MabilltyAdventure Seekers, ldaha RIver
Pork and Recreation Commissioners.
not fun, and It's not safe."
Sports and Coscode Canoe and Koyok
Meelings are held on a manth~ basis.
Featured this year will be raft, cotaraft
School.
For morelnformolion, call BoiseParks ."," and kayakrlgglngond.safely, exhibits 011". ,. Jgr J1!oreJnformal~n,~JIK~IIv.~~rs!
& Recreation, 384-4240.
river safely and knots, proper nutrUlan and BSUOutdoor Adventure Progrom, 385.
clothing, stretching and strength training,
1592.
I Veterinarian
honored by Fish
and Game
The Idaho Deportment of Fbh and
Game recognized the contributions of Iocol
veterinarian Oorenca Blnnlnger at the
recentcommlsslon meellng held In lewiston.
Blnninger has donated his time and
expertise for marethon 20 years to the
bene," of Idaho's wildlife resources.
8innlnger's Involvement wilhdeportment projects has included examining and
treating elk Incentral Idaho, moose In east·
ern Idaho and bighorn sheep In the recent
trapping operolion In the Snoke River
and
Conyon south of Lewiston,where dozens of
bighorns on the Washington/Oregon side of
the river suffered from pasteurella.
Many department projects thot Involve
Open
am-6pm
moving or tronsplanling big game anlmah .
benefit from the Involvement of a veterinor·
ion to monDor the anlmak' condUlonduring
handling.

Selected

Gradualion
Mother's Day Items
J J

Commission approves upland
season dates
The Idaho Fishand Game Commission,
meeling In lewiston on April 18, approved
tentalive opening dates for Ihls folk upland
game hunllng seasons.
• Hunllng for all species of forest
grouse stolewlde willbegin Sept. 1. This '
Includes ruffed grouse, blue grouse and
spruce grouse.
• Sage and sharptail grouse hunllng will
begin Sept. 21, alang with hunllng for quail,
chukar and gray partridge.
• Pheasant hur.llng willstart Oct 191n
southem Idaho and Od. 121n northem
Idaho.
The Commissionwill set finol season
lengths and limitswhen Dmeels later Inthe
summer, after biologkallnformation on cur·
rent upland populations Is available.
Annual whitewater
safety
seminar set for May 3 at BSU
·Stayin' Alive" Is the theme of this
year's fifth annual WhDewoter Medklne and
Sofely Seminar set for Friday, May 3, at the
BSU'sold gym.
The seminar, whkh runs from 6:309:30 p.m., Is free.
"The message here Is sofely," said Paul
Collins,M.D.,a coordinator of the event.
"Whatever boot you float, we have a pro-
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HI-TECH RETAIL 'MANAGEMENT .
3·STEP TRAINING
• STEP 1
• STEP 2
• STEP 3

You nrc IntTtlduced to the retail environment nnd tmlned on
the job to become a customer service rep. No experience Is
necessary.
You are trulned In the classroom to become n mnrketlng rep.
with avernge Income or S2S.000 per nnnum.
Through ongoing training. Indlvldunls with proven nbove
avernge sales nbllity nnd, mnnngement potentinl will be
selected for mnnngement training <MJT) for preparntion 10
nssume mnnngement responsibilities. .
Asslstnnt Mnnnger .........•..
;\ .. ; ... ·•........
$40K
Store Mnnnger .......•.......
; ...............•.
$60K
) District Mnnager
'
$80K

•

• Comprehensive Medicnl; Dentnl. Life Insurnnce
• Promotion FTtlm Within
• Extensive Paid Tmlnlng Program
• Mnnngement Development Program
• Employee Discount (Store Cost)
• Employee Shore Purchnse Plnn

WE NOW HAVE 81 SUPERCENTERSI OUR GOAL:'110

BY 1997

The key to our growth nnd success is ourpcople. Your nggresslve and positive'
nltitude. cheerful personality and detennlnntlon to succecd qualify you for our
program. If you nre commilted to developing your cnreer, plense npply In peTllon to:
101 N. Milwaukee or FAX your resume to (208) 377·S290. Future Shoplhnnks
cnndidates for npplying. However. only those undcrconslderntlonwill
be contacted.
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Located in Old Boise: 106 S. 6th St. 388·8752
'"

NATIONAL AWARD WINNING SALON
INVITES YOU TO START WEARING A
STRONGER NAIL TODAY

All Services Guaranteed
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9 'ing
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Noll Salon

384.9908
Across tromTCOV
Walk 1m Wolcomo

26 Broadway Ave. • Boise, I

LONDON
PURlS
AMSTERDAM
FRRNHFURT

The Arbiter
invites students to"
join the 1996-97
newspaper staff
(yes, we pay). We're
looking for receptionists, staff writers, section editors,
photographers and
graphic artists.
Summer work is
also available.
Applications are
available at The
Arbiter's plush basement, located below
the Women's Center
at UniversityDrive
and Michigan'
Street.
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latino .artists link the p sf to the present
by J;rod Dltk
sta {writer
It seems that the idea of the "Great
American Melting Pot" has gone by the
wayside. Nowudays,people of different
cultures arc looking to explore their own
specific heritages in an effort to beller
understand their place in society ...and
rightfully so. It seems obvious that in
order to understand the present, one must
look to one's own past.
The Boise Art Museum is currently
housing an exhibition that aims to do just
that. "Ceremony of Spirit: Nature lind

Memory in Contemporary Latino Art,"
which opened on April 20 and will run
through June 16, is an exhibition of work
by sixteen artists of Mexican, Chicano,
Puerto Rican, Panamanian, Cuban,
Brazilian and Chilean ancestry living in
the United States.
Works in the show range from small
(i" x H" paintings to 10' x 10' installations and arc created from a variety of
media reflecting each artist's individual
style and expression. The pieces also
range in subject mutter Ihat is divided
into three separate sub-themes: "Memory
and the Ancestral Imperative", "Voices
of Life: The Popular Arts and Acts of
Faith," and "The Cosmological Terrain."
Each of the themes has a different way of
expressing the central notion of tracing a
cultural heritiige and tradition.
The show's first sub-theme, "Memory

r

lind the Ancestral Imperative," demonstrates the Latino remembrance of anccstrnl tics to a different time. For many of
the artists, those of Chicano descent in
particular, this involves the remembrance
of a history of traditional culture and the
criss-cross that it has formed with the
New World.
The works of Caribbean artists make
up another example of a cultural combination, as this culture includes the mixture of African, Indian and Spanish heritages. Artists of this cultural amalgamation have produced a unique and dynamic
perspective of this heritage.
Artist George Crespo, for example,
features an installation entitled "La
vida ficticia y muy ordinaria de Jose
Luis Labrador" ("The Fictitious and
Very Ordinary Life of Jose Luis
Labrador"), which presents a family
narrative through an imaginary man
named Jose, who is at the end of his
life looking back. This installation is
constructed of small offerings that follow the chapters in a hook that is lit
the center of the piece, which recalls
the forest, river, sea, and the sun and
moon.
Crespo explains his work. "I be/jan
to tic the Altarcs de L1anto to the stations of the cross by extending the
piece to fifteen panels that relate to the
chapters in the prayer book. In the
book, Jose Luis Labrador, the main
character, is at the end of his life looking back. He realizes that the events
were a necessary part of his life. They
led him to where he was ...as an artist
and carpenter, he can now create the
Altere de L1anto. It is a history within
a history."
Artists making up this portion of the
show include Crespo, Cesar Martinez,
Aida Mancillas, Ester Ilernandez, Josoly
Carvalho and Pepon Osorio.
The second sub-division of the show
is entitled "Voices of Life: The Popular
Arts and Acts of Faith," featuring artists
Santa Barraza, David Zamora Casas and
Patss] Valdez, . Its purpose is to demonstrate the Latino celebration of the everyday.
For Chicano artists, this includes the
depiction of their resistance (0 AngloAmerican cultural domination and the
defiance of restrictive gender identity
within that particular culture. Artist
David Zamora Casas expresses this intention by writing, "I Paint /oo.Resurrecting
first racist encounters / religious cxpcricnces / fear of sexual desires not yet
understood." Works such as "Portrait of a
Burnout"
address very
personal issues
of cultural and
sexual identity.
This group
also includes
many depictions of the celebration of
death, an
important part
_of Latin
American culture. The belief
that the voices
of life arc never
so needed as at
moments of
death is depict-

~S

Win

§

cd in artwork
celebrating
and detailing
the various
practices surrounding
death. In
Patssi
Valdez's
"House of
the Spirits,"
the line
between life
and death is
crossed; the
viewer is
allowed a
haunting
glimpse at
her interpretation of this
meeting of two worlds.
The final sub-theme of "Ceremony of
Spirit" hi "The Cosmological Terrain."
Artists include Jonas Dos Santos, Ismael
Figerio, Alvaro Garcia, Rcginal Vater,
Frank Lopcz-Motnyk and Arturo
Lindsay. Works in this portion establish a
cosmology of history and belief that is
imbedded in the land; nature and memory
arc given a voice to relate the issues of
Latino heritage.
Artist Regina Vater, with pieces such
as "Ita/Ora," expresses the cosmological
terrain by using natural materials such as
stones, water and light fi'om candles,
depicting the sacredness of both sky and
the earth.
'"lta/Ota,''' She explains, "was created
to symbolize and evoke the stones'
sacred immanence. The usc of the circle
implies all its sacred meanings which is
spread throughout all religions on Earth.
The usc of water and fire also belongs to

teen arusts IS a cnncn vorce In t ie ron er arts of our age. Their reaffirmation of
spiritual ethos comes from (re)uniting
memory and nature. It is ensouled in the
practices of a political, historical and geographic investigation that. gives spirit to
their communities."
In conjunction with the "Ceremony of
Spirit," there will be educational programs relating to the exhibition. A presentation by Genoveva Castellanoz entitled "Curandorismo - Spiritual Healing"
will be held on May 2 at 7 p.rn. On June
6 at 7 p.m., Chris Schnoor will discuss
Idaho's Hispanic art scene. (In celebration of First Thursday, admission to the
Boise Art Museum on these nights will
be frcc.) Tours arc also available in both
English and Spanish. (Please call Andrea,
345·H330, for an appointment.)
Special events also include Kids' Day
on Sunday, May 5, when kids receive
free admission all day lind admission for

the sacred languages of humankind. And
the sand where lays the installation is no
more no less than stones grained by
time."
These works also question the issues
of artificial boundaries which have
always served as a means of cultural isolation and oppression.
This exhibition is important to realize
and understand the concerns and issues
that the Latino artists have given form to
through the media of the visual arts. As
Amalia Mesa-Baines, curator for The
Mexican Museum in San Francisco, puts
it, "The constcllatory vision of these six-

accompanying adults is only half price.
Special hands-on art activities arc scheduled from 2 - 4 p.m, Senior Day will be
held on Thursday, May 16 when admission is half-price. From 2:30 -3:30 p.m.,
seniors will be seated in the gallery for a
docent tour of "Ceremony of Spirit." For
more information on these events or the
exhibition, please call the Art Museum at
345·H330.
Admission prices to the Boise Art
Museum arc $3 general; $2 seniors/college students; $1 children grades 1-12;
frec for children under six and Museum
members,
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Plan a future that s~s.
Take your sdencerelated degree
Into the Air Force, and become an
officer In the Biomedical ScIences
Corps. You'll learn more, you'll graN
faster-you'll work with other dedlcated professionals In a quality environment where your contributions
are needed.
In short, you'll gain more of everything that matters most to you. Yoo
and the Air Force. Launch now-call
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,. •... USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE 1-800-423-USAF
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THE EDGE • 1101 W. IDAHO ST. DOWNTOWN.

Make a
trade today at
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344·5383

LARGEsizes here!

(Any other excuses, gentlemen?)
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by Jarod Dick
When I set up the meeting with Boise author (and BSU
student) Matthew R. K. Haynes, my delusions of grandeur
got the best of me. I expected it to be in some fabulous
restaurant where executives drink their lunches and where
Haynes and I could sit and dish about everything. But then
I remembered that this is Boise and the closest thing that
we have to a place where execs can drown their sorrows is
the Interlude (not that there's anything wrong with the
"Lude", but, well ...you know).
So, instead, we agreed to meet in the Student Union
Building to talk about his recently published short story,
"Night Soil" in the Canadian gay and lesbian short short
fiction anthology, Queer View Mirror (Arsenal Pulp Press,
1995), a work that features the writings of Canadian and
American writers, as well as writers from around the
world.
I also wanted to find out about his past, present and
future in writing.

.........

Dick: Your story, "Night Soil" is about a young gay
man who goes to a park to find sex. But he ends up not
only having sex, but gelling beat up by his partner. What
was the inspiration for a short story such as this?
Haynes: After I'd lived in Boise for awhile, I found out
about a park here in town where gay men could go to have
sex ...notto find a relationship. But, I thought, what if
somebody had gone there and really was looking for a relationship. I've often wondered about those guys, what
they're doing. Are they looking for something else, but arc
.justtooilfrai4to
look for it in society?"
D:,ls !here any personal experien~ ortnilh in the story?
Have you ever pick~dsomeone up like this, or vice-versa?
Or been a victim of such abuse?
H: Not much ... I've never been beat up before. I've
never picked someone up in a park before. But it is based
upon a fear that is prevalent fora lot of gay men in terms of
finding someone.
- D: Now, you arc openly gay to your family,
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friends ...everyone, correct?
H: Everyone.
D: What has been the response to the
hook from your family?
H: My mother called me and said,
"This didn't happen to you, did it honey?"
After I had convinced her that the story
was, in fact, fiction, she really loved it.
Once she realized that Ireally am a published author, she couldn't have been
more excited for me.
D: And the response from your
friends?
H: My friends are truly my backbone.
I gain inspiration from them, and could
not have written this without rhem, The
supportand positive feedback has always
been there. And, of course, if any of them
are lying to me about liking the
story ...fuck 'em.
D: How has the community in general responded to the
book?
H: Blue Unicorn is the only place in Boise that has the
book. When I've looked for it elsewhere, they were a lillie
hesitant to talk to me about carrying it. But Blue Unicorn
ordered it on the spot when I mentioned it to them.
D: So, the community, or parts of it at least, has been
somewhat apathetic?
(
H: Kind of. But I think that it's the genre of gay and lesbian literature that they're hesitant about. When I've mentioned being published to store owners, they are interested
until they findoutthat it's a.n anthology of gay literature,
The Blue Unicorn, on ttie other hand, is a much more
liberal' place and was genuinely ~xcited about stackin,S ,the
book.
,
D: What has been the response from the gay community?
H: Well, as I mentioned, until recently they've had no
place to get it. But now that Blue Unicorn has it, the
response has been great. One of my friends had read it in
Seattle and came back, telling everyone about it. So a lot of
people in the gay community are hearing about it and offer-

ing their opinions which have generally been positive,
D: Any negative criticism?
H: There have been some complaints about the book as
a whole. The "Bay Area Reporter" (a San Francisco
Weekly) didn't like the format. They felt that the stories
should have been grouped by story typc ...gay men, les-.
bians, environmentalist pieces, S/M stories, etc. But I think
the format is wonderful, making it all inclusive not a polarization of genders.
D: Now, this was your first published work?
, H: Yes. But I've written many things that I've not Xet
submitted for publication, Right after high !iChQOI;I\'yrote a
length~ poem entitled"EdC!l",.W,hiclJ \vati an,-Itema~ye; :"
interpretation p~fthe Gardenof Ed,en. An.iJ ~uijng hig!)
, school; one or- '\1y J;:nglish,tCllcherS k~.tl')';ilgto~~'Vin,C;c.,:
me to submit some of my worltsto apublish'er..:~:"
~~:. -t
D: So you've been interested in writing for awhile'!
H: Yes. Right now my major is English/Secondary
Education because I want to give the support to young

:7~': .
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continued to page 12
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Also, I've just finished two short stories. The first,
entitled "Leather Queen Jesus", is a story of a marcontinu'ed rrompage 11
ried gay man who hires homosexual men to beat him
in an attempt to beat the "gayness" back into submis• .writers that I only received from the aforementioned
sion. The other, entitled "Denver Dawn", is about a
teacher ...the rest werebumt out and uninterestedin
man who wakes up to find himselfin an alley with a
really teaching and helping. Had that support been
homeless man. They tell the respective stories of ,
there, I think that I would be further with my writing. their lives and circumstances, finding that their situaI want to give young writers that help.
tions are close to the same as one another's,
I wrote a few plays that were performed in high
I'm also working on another novel, titled With
school. And, of course, in high school I co-wrote
Moroni on my Shoulder, which gives an account of
(witlt my best friend at the time) a stupid novel entione gay man's battle with his Mormon religion, and
tied Asterisk C, with a futuristic Victorian setting to come to terms with his religious self. It's a story of
kind of Star Wars meets Dangerous Liaisons.
finding oneself and breaking away from the conAnyway, we had problems with who the prince
structs of a heterosexual society.
would fall inlove with since we were both closeted
D: Do you have any "pearls of wisdom" to offer
homosexuals anqfC?,~IJY
~l!'!t~~.~~'!1t~J!\1lin 1?~t.""",Qther writers?__ _ _
•• ,.. •
__.. _ ~ ........ '"".
with another man. But Butte, Montana just wasn't
H: Yeah. You're never too young to be published
ready for that.
or to be a serious writer. t\nd, more importantly,
D: So, do you have anything in the works right
write for you and for what you believe in. Don't
now?
write for the market, but for what you love.
H: Yes. I finished my first novel [excluding the
* * 'l<
aforementioned Asterisk C], entitled Moving
With that, the interview ended. I found Haynes to
Toward Home, and have submitted it for publication. be a genuine person and feel that his writing is cerI'm still waiting to hear back from them. Of course,
lainly worth looking at. He writes from the heart and
the real excitement, for me, was finally finishing it
from what he knows, and it translates into a truthful
after seven months of writing. Getting it published
and honest account of different sides of life's experiwould be added satisfaction. But Brian Lamm, one
ences. As he mentioned, Queer View Mirror can be
of the editors of Arsenal Pulp Press said, "If it's anyfound at Blue Unicorn (1809 W. State St.).
thing like your short story, I see no problem with it
getting published." So that's reassuring. It gave me a
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loin the Army Reserve as 'a qualified
LPN and earn over $8,000 annually in pay
and education benefits-all for part-time
work. Even better, you'll receive a $5,000
bonus and an accelerated promotion.
You may earn up to $48,500 in pay arid
education benefits during a.standard
enlistment-all for part-time work.
Think about it.
Then think about us.
Then call:

1..s0Q..235..2769 ext.321
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.-

ARMY RESERVE
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Gel the lead oul!

A rock concertfeaturil)g artists who aren't holdovers from the '80s or
regulars on the country music charts comes to the Pavilion
by Josh Casten
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BOISE STATE S'tUDENT
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
One bedrooms rent from $342 - 417
Two bedroomsrent from $417 - 462
Three bedrooms rent from $462 - 492

Apartments
are available to all BSU
students. However, SRL gives priority to
students who are married and or have
children
If you have any questions, please call the
Apartment Coordinator in the SRL Office
at 385-3988.

Our WWW: http://bslIho\lsing.idbslI.cdll/srl/
housing.html

The Bush/ Goo Goo Dolls/ No Doubt tour will
make a stop at the BSU Pavilion on May 1st.
Bush's debut release Sixteen Stone was virtually ignored by the British press, who instead wanted to hype the new generation of Britpop acts like
Blur and Oasis, but they forged on nonetheless
and found success on these shores. While Bush
were still virtually unknown in their native country, their video for "Everything Zen" was in ultraheavy Buzz Bin rotation on MTV.
The Goo Goo Dolls are a trio of power pop
players who have a sound reminiscent of the
Replacements and Husker Du and have been well-

Not enough
Kultura for
your$$?
These Kultura pieces
can be found exclusively
on The Arbiter Online:
Kultura writer Josh
Casten reviews the latest
forthcoming releases
from Grant Lee Buffalo
[http://www.idbsu.edu/arb
iter/5/96may01/granUee.html] and Paul
Westerberg
[http://www.idbsu.edu/arb
iter/5/96mayO 1/wester ~
berg.html].
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know on the alternative circuit for the last five
years. Their most recent release, A Boy Named
Goo, features the radio and video hit "Name,"
although other singles off that album like "Only
One" and "Naked" are more stereotypical of their
sound.
The Southern California quartet No Doubt will
start the evening. A downright perky mix of '80s
pop, ska and even a little disco, No Doubt is a
reaction to the dark, moping nature of most alternative music.
In a departure from the status quo at the
Pavilion, tickets were sold in a festival set up,
which means there are no seat assignments-- it's
all first come, first serve. So show up early if you
want good seats.

kultura klips'

Duo performs
Middle Engnsh
romance May 7
"The Weddynge of Sir
Gawen and Dome Rognell,"
an engaging Middle English
romance, will be performed
allhe Ada Community
Ubrory (1 0664 W. Victory
Rd.) on Tuesday, May 7, at
7 :30 p.m. The free performonee feolures a dance-like
norrotion by BSUprofessor
Undo Marie laerr with her
sister, harpist Lauro loorr.
The adventure of King .
Arthur and Sir Gawen

edited by Rhett Tan-"~r

answers the queslion: "Whot
do women desire most?"
This romonce presents
themes of honor, loyolty,
hiendship and love with a
chonn and wit Ihat remains
as delightful in Ihis century
as in the 15th cenlury when
n was com". The performance provides a rore
opportunity for members of
the community to hear. our
language as n was spoken
mare thon 500 years ago
and to experience a kind of
entertainment thot our
ancestors erijoyed.
The duo has given per-

,
fonnonces of Middle English
romances for more Ihon 15
years. Undo Marie loorr
speciolizes in the interdisciplinary study of Middle
English romance. She ploys
medieval fiddle and has
played in severol Chaucer
Studio recordings with The
Quill Consort. She received
her master's degree in
interdisciplinary Medieval
studies from Ihe University
of York and her Ph.D. in
Middle English Ineroture
hom the University of
Washington.
.
Lauro laerrreceived
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her mosler's degroo in harp performance
from Ihe Easlmon Sdwol of MusK, and she
is adiund faculty at YliUamelle University.
She 00s been exfellSive~ involved in early
musk performanre, and she plays regulor~
wilh Ihe Portland-bosed ensemble De
Orgaoogrophio.
The Zoorrs have produced severol casselle re<ordings of IAiddle EngrlShromonres,
induding 0 Modem English version of "The
Weddynge ofS"O'Gm."Clland Dama
RogmD." 1lroy plnn to release 0 m in

Derember.

TmmUre Valley

(~l'Ia!ri Band

to

perfoJm ".1oy l'& 8
The Treasure Valley Com:ert Band invilos

you 10 "Marth Inlo Spring" at iIs mncert on
Wednesday, May 1, at 7:30 p.rn. in the BSU
Spedol Evenls Center.
The mocert will feature John Plutip
Sousa's "The Invincible Engle," "FIourish for
Wind Band" by Rolph Vaughan Wdlioms and
Samuel Barber's "Commando March. "
Selooions from Los Miserables,
Shoslokavich's "Galop" and leroy
Anderson's "(ll>Jle of lhe Bar will also be
perfonned.
The Treasure VaRay Concert Band is
directed by BSU music professor Mmtellus
Brown and is sponsored by lhe asu music
deportment.
' .
The perfonnance will be repeated on
Wednesday, May fl, at 7:30 pm., at Puyelle
High Sdrool os port of the activities sur-

rounding lhe Poyelle Apple Blossom
Festival The Payelle High School Concert
Bond, under Ihe amion of BiDParks, "ill
also perform.
Admission 10 bolh mncerts is free. For
more informalion, mn 385-3980.

Gallery hours are 4-9 p.m. on May 2, 3 and
10; noon-S p.m. on May 4,11 and 12; and
noon-9 p.m. on May S.
The BSUY'lSUalArts league is a studenl
artists group.
For more informotion, coD 385-3994.

BSU Vistml Arts league to hold
exhibit DoWntown

Boise Choristers perform benefit concert f,,1ay 16-17 at BSU
The Boise Choristers will presenl ils 56lh
annool banefil mncert, "Be Our Guest,"
Thursday, May 16, and Friday, May 17, at
7:30 p.m. in Iho Morrison Center Rerl!al

The Boise SMe Un.:"'mily V"1SUlII Arts
leagoo will proselll a lifOOP exhlhilian an
the second floor of the BIh Street
~\tJrketpIace May 2-12. Various mOOlums
will be represen!ed induding painting, drawmg, ceromiG and melu!s.
An openillg rereption will be held an
First Thursday, ~lJr{'2, from 5-9 p.m.

HaU.

The progrom will highligllf dossiml
selooions, spiriluals and folk songs and roil!
indudo '"A Trihule 10 Dismy," fooluring

£idi

&2L

belove:l songs from dossk Disney movies
such as Mary Poppins and Snow While.
Anolher feolure of lhe evening will be the
1996 Boise Charmers Music Scholarship winners, BSU s1u&mls Laurel Pumphrey, a
vorolisf, and John Bostron, an organist.
The 25-voire all-women's chold' is direct·
ed by BSU musk instrudor Kanno Edllils.
The choral group esIabtlShed a music
fund for Boise Junior Coll'ge in 1942 and
00s mIlIinoolly provided musk scholarships
to lhe universily. Two sdlO!arships.are wrrenlly funded by the Boise Choristers for
BSU.
.
Admission is free. OoIilllioIlSVl~ be '.
cmpled for the sdwlarship fund.
For infunnallon, mII.1kubmu Burr at
375-6164.
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From San Francisco
New Riders of the Purple Sage
, "Panama Red"
Fri. & Sat. May 314 and 4~,
The Tourists
Roots·Rack-Reggae $3.00
Sun. May 5'· 8:00Jm$5.00
Benefit for Ammols In Dislress
Richard Sohz - Hoochie (oochie Men
Big Blue Johnson - Adele Thomsen

Coming Wed. May 8d!
Charlie Musselwhite
~~

Win great prizes (In

'Ii"~"''W£.4I,4.\;.+A.''

••

1FIEIOOKSTORE
Ittb Boise State University
PHONE:

385-1559

~JiIIIl,;:~iiliiio1!_.''
STORE HOURS:
MON·TUES
8AH·7PH
WED·FRI
8AH·5PH
SAT
IOAH-5PH

Sun. Tues. & Wed.

-

$P.I -domestic pints
$2'2.1-premium pints .

•

1010 Main Street • 345·6605

ife On Campus ...
.Chaffee Hall
Chaffee Hall presents a unique program for the residents who live there. This hall
offers a smoke-free environment with the newest double rooms on campus, an
academic emphasis floor to Promote Academic Success for Students (P.A.S.S.)
and ~wellness floor where residents can Learn In a Fitness Environment {L.I.EE.}.
These new livingllearning environments are for those students who have a special
interest in living within the community standards of the program on each floor .

All-of the balls have ...
Air Conditioning
Internet Access
Voice Mail
Security StatT
Computer Labs
Basic Cable Service
Game Rooms
Live In StatT
Contact Student Residential Ufe at 3853986 formore infonnatiori or to loUr die
halls. You can plck up an application
now.
wwwAddn;ss:

huP:llbsuhousing.ldbsu.edulsrl/
housiog.btml

. onvenience was the factor to help me decide to live
on campus. living in the residence halls, I didn't
have toworry about commuting from an apartment.
There are a lot of resources available to me living in
the halls. The library is just a short walk, there are
computer labs in all of the halls and I can simply wake up, slap on
some sweats and a baseball cap. Instant leisure suit! 1 have met so
many new and interesting people with different cultures, ideas and
personalities. This is where the real learning takes place."
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Sabino RIImirtz

is

junior studying
CrimillJll ]usliet
with a minor in
Spanish. Sabino
is from Blackfoot.
Idaho and is
actiut in the
Organimtion of
Latin American
Students (OEW
and intramural
II

. soccer. Sabino

lives in CluJlfte
Hall;
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"They deserved this; they deserved this win.
25-0 in the Big Sky; 4 Big Sky Championships,
they have.a lot to be proud of:' --Greg Patton
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. Clockwise

from top left: Albin Polonyi; Ben Davidson dumping water on Head Coach Greg
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1~6 BIg .S~ Champions. ~I photos by

JnhnThne,The Arbiter,
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compiled by Darren Eledge

BSU CUp Final

BSU IntramiJral Golf Tournament
Friday 5/3 4:30

Burqers, ,Fries&·

Coke
~'

mHD~~-T~Ui~D~~

, Brian Gailey andDev Erisen shot a one over
par 36 to win the BSU Spring Intramural Golf
Tournamentheld April 22 at Quail Hollow Golf
Course in Boise; The tournament was played on
the fronfnlneof the coursewith three contests,
during the tournament. Aaron Martindale won
.the closestto the pin co'ntest on hole #4, Marcus
Homer WOnthe longest putt contest edging
Benny Moritz, while. Mike Daugherty edged out
Fred Goode in the longest drive contest with a
270 yard drive. The teams of Justin Cleverly
and Aaron Martindale 'and Paul and Cory
Boehning tied for second with a 37, while 2
shots off the champions Kevin Israel and Ginger
Fahleson and Team Green Bay (Stick and
Worthy) shot a 38.

q:oo pm TO(lO~{
/ .• "/J

food & run with a Hfties navar.
[00 t (~PIT~L~IYD.~OIlt ~4~-Clql

Paid Advertisement.
A Challenge To Ex-CIA Agents John Stockwell and Philip Agee.
I would like to debate you or hear you speak on the validity of the hostages stories In
Beirut, Lebanon In which several Idaho people were involved. These are the headlines from
the March 30, 1988 Daily Texan· STOCKWELL KILLS OWN CREDIBILITY by Cliff Vrlelink.1
made two trips to Austin and Elgin, Texas in 1994 and 1995. The same weekend that OJ
Simpson had his ordeal Is the same weekend that I first tried to locate John Stockwell while
on vacation in Texas with my relatives. I was lied to by several people at the University of
Texas speakers bureau, members of the Daily Texan staff who claimed they never had
heard of John Stockwell. Then when I did research at there own U of T libraries I found
numerous articles on Stockwell including several front page articles in t1jere paper where'
Stockwell had a giant symposium on illegal activities by the CIA. I was also lied to by a relative of Stockwell's when I went to Elgin, Texas. J was given false Information and lied to
when I tried to find inlonmatlon about an organization ARDIS that was started by Stockwell
and Agee in 1987 after tha Iran-Contra reports. Stockwell was bom in Angleton, Texas and
used to work for the Special Operations Group when he was in the CIA before he quit the
agency. Interestingly enough fonmer Boisean James Angleton who was head of the counterintelligence for 20 years in the CIA also worked with the Special Operations Groups. There
were several mentions of Boise's Special Operations Group In articles all during 1985 and
1986. One In which a BSU YO-tech student had a shooiout with the Special Operations Unit.
Angleton and the CIA chief William Casey both died the same week the Iran-Contra hearings were to begin in 1987.1 again make this challenge to John Stockwell and Philip Agee
to prove they are not phonies and thai there organization ARDIS (which was closed down a
shortnme after they started i1) was not Just a front. Is there anybody out there who fights
illegal covert operations and CIA recruiting on campuses anymore?

~.7'

pretnant?
and need help.

FREE
Pregnancy test

B:i.rt'hright
342-1898
All he/pis confidential and free
f'

1-.800-550~4900

American League

, First Round

Brian GaiteyIDev Erisen
Justin Cleverly/Aaron Martindale
Paul Boehning/Cory Boehning
Darren Elledge/Chris Carlson
Kevin Israel/Ginger Fahleson
Jeff Davis/Marcus Homer
Fred Goode/Mike Daugherty
Nick Veldbouse/Ben Moritz
Kenny Calton/Chad Hamasaki
Craig Thompson/Tammy Pascoe
Earl Hunter/Carl Hines
Wes Sakamoto/Egan Lasley
Rich Madariaga/Noel Lester

36
37
37
38
38
40
42
43
43
46
48
49
52

00101= 2
2133x = 9

Brown's Gang
Cool Guys

Semifinals
3020412=

Towers

Dee-Three

120 000 1 =

12113

4 13 8

Highlights: Aaron HansenI'F) 2-4, 2 runs,
2B; Jen Bresnahan (T) 3-4, 4 runs; Justin
Eisfelot (03) 2-3' Kirk White (03) 3-3, 2 runs,
2B; Marshall Murrin (D3) 3-3, 2'2B.
Cool Guys
Dingers III

1000000=1
203000 x = 5

Finals
Towers
Dingers III

0121104 = 9
401203 x 10

=

National League
Outdoor Soccer
BSUCup
enigma
Waco Kids

First Round
enigma 6 Kappa Sigma 0
Keltic 4 CHS 1
Gimee 25 2 Sand Baggers 1

Kevin Swanson 5348 Kootenai, Boise 342-0689
• _

Softball Playoffs

Quarterfinals
BSUSC 8 enigma 0
los cacheros 5 los panch eros 4
Keltic vs Pitsen 4/305:00
Gimee 25 vs Friends United 4/29 5:30

=

4 6 3

= 12153

Jen Barry (e) 2-4; Sean McCaffrey (e) 2~5;
Ed Fowler (WK) 3-3, 2 runs, 2B; Jeremy
Zimmerman (WK) 3-3, 2 2B; Worthy (WK) 2-3,
2 runs, 2B; Tara (WK) 2-3, 2B; Jimmy Than
(WK) 2-3.
Field of Dreams
BLBombers

000 301 2 ,;.6 16 5
410 200 x = 7100

Egan Lasley (FOD) 4-5; Mike Waller (BL)
2-5; Kevin Israel (BL) 2-3, 3B.

Finals

Semifinals
BSUSC vs los cacheros 5/2 4:30
Keltic/Pilsen winner vs Gimee 25/Friends
winner 5/1 5:30

101 100 1
302115 x

Waco Kids
BL Bombers

120406 03 = 16
01813004 = 17

BSU Co-Rec Championship
BL Bombers
Dingers III

300 00 = 3
050 26;' 13
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Big plays dominaleBSU spring scrimmage
counted only six healthy bodies.
"The defense played pretty well," said head coach
Pokey
Allen. "Iexpect those guys on the line.to be domiThe first half of last Friday's annual spring football
nant.
That's
one area we know is sound."
scrimmage at Bronco Stadium can be summed up in two
• Next to Ikebe's long run, the other big play of the first
big offensive plays, and a series.of dominating defensive
half produced the first touchdown of the scrimmage. It
plays by one man, Chris Wing. Wing and the rest of the
came with six minutes left in the second quarter as
Bronco defense line tallied nine sacks in the game, six
sophomore tailback Marlin Carey busted a run up the
coming in the first half, with four and half by Wing.
middle and outran the second team defense for a 50-yard'
After that, Wing and several of his buddies watched the
score. The run highlighted a solid, 120-yard rushing
, game from the sidelines, giving the Bronco offense a
effort by the-young tailback, whojoined the Bronco prochance to score some points.
gram last fall after transferring from Georgia.
"I was just trying to hustle," said the 6-3,235 pound
After struggling to put up.ten first-half points, the
Wing. "This new defense fits us well. It's an up field,
Bronco offense settled down in the second half, due in
attacking style of play. That's 'a great way to play footpart to Wing's seat on the sidelines. A ten-play, 60-yard
ball. It really takes a lot of the guesswork out of the game
drive led to the game's second touchdown, and it came
and let's you just make the plays."
on the first drive of the second half. Red shirt freshman
While the defense controlled the majority of the first
quarterback Bryan Harsin, a Capital High graduate, conhalf, it came only after the offense started off strong on
nected on passes of 17 yards and 7 yards with receiver
the scrimmage's first series. The second play of the game
Greg Thomas to highlight the drive. Fullback John Tia
saw senior wide receiver Ryan lkobe take a reverse handfinished it off with a one yard dive, his lone score of the
offand ran 27 yards, putting the Bronco offense into
game.
scoring possession. After moving down to a three yard
The offensive burst continued on the next possession,
line, the drive stalled. Todd Belcastro's 10 yard field goal
as first string quarterback Erik Davis completed four
accounted for the game's first three points.
passes in arow, the last one coming on a20-yard scoring
Those three points seemed to light a fire under the
bullet to Ikebe. In the fourth quarter, Harsin matched
Bronco "D". Four straight punts by Jeff Davis doesn't
Davis, leading the offense to its longest scoring drive of
come close totelling the complete story. What does is
the game, a seven-play, 69-yard march, culminating with
the play of Chris Wing, Sione Fifita, James Gruele and
a one-yard touchdown run by fullback Brandon Flood. A
Shane McKenna. Wing tallied three straight sacks on one
27 yard burst by Carey kept the drive alive, and a 14possession, and McKenna two on another. They led the .
yard completion from Harsin to promising tight end
defensive team in sacks but were aided considerably by
Dave Stachelski set up Flood's score.
the relentless pressure of the other aforementioned line"It was great to see both quarterbacks (Harsin and
men, who simply overpowered an offensive line that
Davis) perform like they did because neither had been hit
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at full speed," said Allen. "It certainly changes the complexion of the game with a Chris Wing coming at you.
Eric (Davis) threw the ball better than he has all spring.
Bryan (Harsin) continues to amaze me. He's very polished for a redshirt, and he continues to improve in all
areas."
The final numbers were very comparable for the two
freshman quarterbacks. Davis completed eight of 15
passes Tor 57 yards and a touchdown, while Harsin was
six of 10 for 50 yards. Neither threw an interception or
even came close. In fact, the young quarterbacks kept the
Bronco offense from committing a turnover of any kind
while leading the team to 31 total points. '
Both looked sharp at times, and both' showed signs of
inexperience, which will only be corrected with more
playing time. Allen was reluctant to name, or even talk
about, who might be the number one quarterback this
fall. Davis and Harsin appear to be neck and neck following spring ball, but it may be a mute point if senior
Tony Hilde decides to put the pads back on and play out
his final year with the Broncos.
No serious injuries came out of Friday's scrimmage,
although two potential starters on defense did leave the
game with knee injuries. Linebacker Richard Sweeney,
who transferred from Chaffey College in California earlier this spring, left the game in the first half with a dislocated right patella. Senior Jimmy Clark left late in the
scrimmage with a first degree media collateral sprain on
his right knee. Clark saw action as both outside linebacker and safety this spring and is expected to be a key
member of the Bronco defense next fall. Neither injury
should keep Sweeney or Clark from working out at full
strength this summer.

Tracksters train on running fast in meet
In Track & Field circles, late April is
known as the time for "Mt. SAC
Madness."
Mt. San Antonio Community College
annually hosts a three-day Track& Field
carnival that athletes at all levels attend
for one reason: to run fast.
Having several races for each event,
the suburban Los Angeles school accommodates he entire spectrum of athletic
abilities from two-year community colleges to International Olympians. With
no team scores kept, the races provide a
venue for efforts of pure individual
speed. Athletes recognize this and
embrace the opportunity to post times
that qualify them fOf their respective
national meets and Olympic Trials.
"We approach our training at Boise
State with the philosophy that a competition is first and foremost a footrace-who
finishes first, rather than just running fast
times," Bronco Distance Coach Mike
Dilley said. "We feel that if you race to
win, the fast times will come. It is a great
opportunity to come here, as our program
is aimed at the type of races Mt. SAC
produces."
, In the Elite men's 5,000 meters,
Bronco Cormac Smith was the living
embodiment.of the Dilley/BSU philosophy. At the gun, the fifty-plus starters

resembled a human wave running for a
bus. There was no set pace, just hard run"
ning.
A 2:10 first 800 meters put Smith in
no better than the mid-thirties place-wise,
but between the mile (4:20) and two-mile
(8:48), the Dubliner had steadily moved
up. The fast start made itself felt in the
last 600 meters, 'but Smith hung on to
finish 24th in 13:51.6 to earn an automatic berth in the NCAA championship meet
in Eugene, Oregon, in early June.
Moreover, Smith becomes the first BSU
athlete to break fourteen minutes in the
event. RyanWilson of Arkansas finished
first in 13:28:6, one of the fastest times in
the world so far this season.
Smith Irish compatriot, Niamh Bierne,
finished an excellent third in the
University women's 1500 meters in an
NCAA provisional time of 4:24.60
behind Rice's Shaquandra Roberson in
4:21.07.
"Niamh had everything today except
her usual kick at the end," Dilley said.
"She had a mild virus early in the outdoor season so we had to back off her
training for a couple of weeks. But
everything's fine now and coming
together for her."
'As a country that subjectively chooses
its Olympic team members, Mexico traditionally sends a contingent of top runnersto Mt. SAC to prove their worth.
Thus BSU's Jose Uribe, a nativeof.
Mexico City, found himself at the starting line of the University/Open 10,000

meters facing two older runners who had
beaten him regularly by large margins in
his youth. Geraldo Morales and
Francisco Mondragon had come tOTUn
fast. But so had Uribe.
With a field ofsixty-six runners,
Uribe blasted a :32 second 200 meters to
get out of traffic, then flowed with the
race leaders. At 5,000 meters, reached in
14:40, Uribe put the hammer down,
throwing in a surge th~t pulled him, his
two countrymen,and an African runner
clear of the field. At seven kilometers,
the African dropped back and the three
Mexicans began distance-running's version of a bare-knuckle brawl.
Finally, with only 2 1/2 laps remaining of the original 25, daylight appeared
between the two older runners and
Uribe in third. Morales claimed the _victory.in 28:57.41, with Mondragon at
29:04.42. Uribe crossed the line in
29:08.32, shattering his own BSU .
record by almost one minute and qualifying him for the NCAA meet with the
third-fastest collegiate time in the country this year. Uribe ran his second half
of the race in an incredible 14:28.
"This was'a great race-a great intrinsical race-for Jose in that he needed all
his skills asa racer, all his tactical
sense, besides simply running fast,"
Dilley said. "But it goes beyond that,
too."
"Most Mexican athletes go into
Federation-sponsored club programs
rather than come to the U.S. for school

because of problems with the language
and academics. Jose has been nominated
for an NCAA fellowship because of his
outstanding academics. The different
path he has chosen and excelled at makes
him unique among his peers and tends to
make respect in the area they do shareathletics-that much harder to earn."
Watching Uribe accept the happy congratulations of his countrymen, Dilley
mused, "I think Jose went a long way
toward earning that respect tonight." .

Air Force
Clinical Nursing

Benefits
Contact ~n Air Force health
professions recruiter near you
for more information. Or call

,l-S00-423-USAF.
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No more guessing. I'm
going to tell you exactly what
.I'm about, what I believe ami
why I believe it.Pm coming
out of the closet. It really will
not matter what someone may call me or do to me
(besides, this is the last issue). I dropped hints all year
long in the columns I have written on various issues
raging in the culture Wars today. Do you remember
these issues? Political correctness, crime, abortion, censorship, civil rights, racism, political cover-ups, multiculturalism, street preachers, AIDS and euthanasia.
,James D. Hunter says it best in his book entitled
Culture Wars.
There is no way to account for the extraordinary
energy and emotional intensity seen on botli sides of
the contemporary culture war except to say that the
commitments ...are rooted in a sense of ultimate moral
truth."
Just where does this moral truth come from?
Again, Hunter is clear when he states that at the
.heart of politics is culture, and at the heart of culture is'
religion, and at the heart of religion are its claims to
truth about the world.
By the way, the ones who think they are god of their
own worlds are going to really love today's new definition of tolerance. "Everything is relative, there are no
moral absolutes, therefore all religions are the same."
If you cannot see the logical inconsistency of that
last definition and this next statement, then you can be
fooled by anybody.
One thing I can be sure of-there are no absolutes."

This kind of'uonsensical thinking makes tolerance a
very convenient virtue in a world where people are
unsure or even lazy in their beliefs. Therefore, they
never have to defend (and thus "offendj anything or
,anyone since their hope lies in everyone being right.,
But they cannot be right at the same time. Besides, they
could all be wrong (any class in logic can tell you that).
I so appreciated students who "got in my face" and
.questioned my beliefs when I was Iifreshman studying
engineering at Penn State University. My god was success and achievement. I had graduated top in my class,
earned a bunch of sports awards, had a cheerleader for
a girlfriend and full scholarships to any state school in
the country.
'
1believed in myself and that hard work could
accomplish anything. But late at night, I'd stare at the
ceiling above my bed and ask three haunting questions:
"Who am I? Why am I here? Where am I going?"
Getting an A on a calculus test or being voted
"Teenager of the Year" could not answer my questions. As much as I hated to admit it, I knew in my gut
only God could answer the questions.
Like a lot of people who went to church their whole
lives, I was pretty smug and self-righteous when it
came to comparing myself to others. I thought for sure
that if God accepted anyone in His kingdom, it had to
be me because I was so good and hadn't murdered anybody. Like most every other religion in the world, this
way of doing good works to earn God's favor always
left me guessing and feeling empty on the inside.
I was ready to can the whole God notion and indulge
my carnal fantasies when anotlier guy asked me to join

a small group discussion about real life questio~aiid!
what the Bible had to say about them. I check.ed ito'ut.
Instead of finding more religion, what I discovered
was a Person, a radical, if you will, that could not be
owned nor bought nor manipulated nor even appeased.
He claimed to be God and then He backed it up with
His words, His miracles, His life, His death,and His
resurrection from the dead. No one else even comes
close.
His death was the substitutionary payment for my
sin, my rebellion and pride, my trying to buy God off
with my 'good works.' His resurrection is the cornerstone of Christian faith-without
it we all stay spiritually dead in our sins and I would deserve to be the
laughing stock of Boise. But if Jesus Christ really did '
raise from the dead (there is evidence if you bother to
look), then He will reign .forever and be our 'ultimate
Judge,Whet1ietWc beli'eve'itor nor:'But our 'choice (by' ..
faith) will determine whether we will live forever with
Him or live forever without Him.
Simple and straightforward is this ultimate moral
truth that lies underneath all my writings (yet allthe
librariesin Idaho could not hold even a fraction of the
books ever written about Christ). I have so much more
to say, so many more illustrations to help you understand, so much more philosophical and factual evidence
to help you believe it to be true, but you must ask for it
yourself. I do not have the space to write any more ..
Please don't let the opportunity to freely inquire
pass you by. Talk with a friend or anyone who can get
in your face and not settle for shallow conversations. If
you'd Iike,leave a message for me on our Arbiter webpage site (under my staff hornepage): http.:I/www.
idbsu.edu/arbiterlstaff.html.
My hearty thanks to all my fellow Arbiter
staff and workers who have helped all year to put this
student newspaper in your very hands. May I never
take you for granted.
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THE .ILLEGALIZATION .OF IILAW AND ORDER"

byJoeR.

But while government can help, society will
scold them based on an image shown out of context.
have to reprioritize its children, even at the expense of
Crime statistics continue to rise while we conadult career goals and social lives. The me-generation
tinue our societal obsession of protecting the "rights" of
criminals. We are trampling the rights of crime victims - has liberated itself from the old prisons of marriage,
Imagine you're at the movies watching an
obligation, and family in pursuit of its right to have a
and tying the hands of cops in pursuit of a "politically
action cop movie. In the same trite plot development our
good time. Today's criminals are yesterday's children;
correct"
society.
Even
when
criminals
demand
justice-as
hero slowly tracks the shadowy villain until,'at last, he
we delegate parenting to second class status at our peril.
when a death row inmate requested the death penalty, or
moves in for the arrest. Of course it can't be that easy: a
After OJ and the original Menendez trial one
whena sex offender admitted he'd repeat the offense if.
long drawn out car chase ensues, in which the villain
wonders how much evidence is needed to convict
. released-our so-called criminal justice system insists on
non-gallantly puts innocents at risk. Finally the criminal
"beyond the shadow of a doubt." If current trends persist
protecting them. One wonders if "criminal" as a word
is cornered and the police move in, but, despite warnings,
Ted
Kaczynski and Timothy Mc.Veigh could soon be
will
eventually
be
replaced
with
"the
legally
challenged."
the villain doesn't give up.
playing golf with OJ, pocketing mega-bucks on book and
Even if the cops get their man, the system often
What does the police officer do? In the movies
video deals, maybe even suing the government for "pain
turns them right back on the streets. Rodney King, a drug
he or she usually has to take them down by force, much
and suffering."
dealer
with
a
long
rap
sheet,
walks
the
streets
of
IA
a
to the chagrin of the audience, reveling when the bad guy
Lawyers relish using the "race card" to free
free
man,
even
considered
a
hero
by
some,
while
the
offigets what's coming to him. The good guy wins, is patted
their clients, disregarding factual information for emocer who beat him went to prison. Those who challenge
on the back by the police chief for a job well done, and
tional projection. But the lawyers have some blame to
this kind of criminal-as-victim justice are uniformly disviewers go home with an artificial feeling that good tri- .
spread around for the sorry state of justice,because we
missed
as
racists.
umphs.
are buying those arguments.
"Didn'tyou
see
the
tape!,"
the
outraged
cry,
But in real life the officer had better take a deep
Statistics showing that blacks are convicted at a
with
aiLthe
certainty
of
someone
who
reads
only
the
last
breath, lower that high speed chase adrenaline rush, try to
higher rate than whites, especially in death row cases, are
paragraph of a book, or sees the last few minutes of a
dispel the possibility that the suspect has a weapon, and
often used to promote increased funding for court
movie.
say in a calm voice, "please stop and submit to arrest." If
appointed
defense attorneys and greater leniency of black
Opponents
of
tougher
enforcement
often
use
that doesn't work they can always resort to plan B, "Aw,
and
minority
criminals in pursuit of a color blind justice
the
circular
logic
that
our
society
is
already
so
polluted
come on, please don't run away."
system.
with criminals that we simply couldn't send them all to
That's the position we've put our law enforceBut letting more criminals off the hook is the
jail, there simply isn't enough room for them. The US, in
ment in, serve and protect, but don't use violence to stop
wrong
conclusion
to draw from these statistics. We
fact,
has
one
of
the
highest
criminal
per
capita
ratios
of
crime. If a criminal strikes you, take a lesson from the
shouldn't
be
giving
minority criminals more slack
the
western
democracies.
But
that's
why
we
need
to
look
New Testament and turn the other cheek (conveniently
because they have a higher conviction rate; we should,
for new solutions, not make old excuses.
forget the Old Testament's "eye for an eye" line).
When the system is broken beyond repair, when rather, be sending more white criminals with identical
Police are increasingly under the microscope,
crimes,but more expensive attorneys, to their deserved
it
fails
to
rehabilitate, and, to the contrary, makes inmates
and videotape, of society. Unfortunately, we don't see
punishment.
'.
worsecoming
out
than
when
they
went
in,
then
it's
time
the whole story in a five-second video of Rodney King or
Allowing high priced lawyers'and the' media to
for il' new machine and new laws.
immigrant smugglers being beaten by police, all we see
. manipulate us Iike pavlovian dogs demeans our whole
Criminals often bemoan the infringement of
is a minority being beaten by "The Man."
system of participatory government, including the jury
their
rights
(like
sex
offenders
who
lobby
to
have
police
It doesn't help that the media often fails to prosystem.
notification
laws
overturned)
without
realizing
that
no
vide background that clearly identifies these poor helpCan ordinary Americans be trusted to weave
right is absolute.
less victims as criminals. The media isn't interested in
through the evidence 'and arrive at justice, or are juries
The Hawaiians had a good idea. They sent all
social justice, they are interested in a story. What headmerely puppets of the highest paid attorney? If we are to
their criminals to an island and left them there. It's logiline would you rather read: "Police Catch Immigrant
win
in this war on crime we can't allow political issues,
cal-if
a
person
can't
contribute
or
function
in
society,
Smugglers," or "Police Beat Immigrants"?
like
race
and class, to divide us. Crime has no color,
they
are
humanly
given
the
choice
of
living
without
that
True, the officers in both cases went too far; but
except the blood on our streets. We need to take the
society. This would have several advantages: no repeat
it is also true that these "victims" are in fact criminals,
handcuffs off the police, and put them back on the crimioffenders, no prisons, no expense, no lengthy and costly
flagrant violators of the law that got caught in the act. In
nals.
debates
about
the
death
penalty.
the movies we cheer similar police action, in real life we
and we're out-of-here. The poor suckers behind us can
do something about it if they want to.
Another issue I leave behind is the Varney E-mail
. mess. Here the students are paying a semester tuition fee
for "computerservices,"
yet administration announces
off-campus access to Varney E-mail will be terminated
Another semester has passed and not even the
at the end of the semester.
"mighty" Arbiter will broach the "Dead Week" issue. I
I bet the fee will stay.
guess the students and faculty will just have to live with
What
the hell. The Data Center couldn't get it up
the will of the administration and faculty.
consistently
anyway. Oh, and I wrote them too. Skip
_ Who cares about university policy stating "no tests
Knox ~ays he agrees it's it mess, but they don't have
during Dead Week" and that well over ten percent of the
enough "financial resources." Then refund the students
classes have tests that week.
their
fee. What other computer service on campus beneHey, I understand. You're probably a senior like me

Letter

Fishbowl

I

I

fits more students?
Hey, I understand. You're probably a senior like me
and we're out-of-here. The poor suckers behind us can
do something about it if they want to.
Maybe you could just leave a note for the next
Arbiter crew coming in. "Don't bother with these issues,
They're a mess. The poor suckers behind you can do
something about it."
Besides, those student fees for the Arbiter are a surething and their e-mail is on another system.
Rod Payton
Graduating Student
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Employment

971-3510 ext A59032.

SUMMER WORK Fulland part-time available. No
experience necessary. $9.75
to start. May start after finals.
. Call 385-0584 M-F 9-4.

Ii'.

GREAT SUMMER JOB!
We need 8 salespeople to
help promote the Red Lion
Hotels. If you are enthusiastic, have a natural ability to
communicate and are driven
by huge bonuses, we have a
job for you. We offer full
training, so experience is not
necessary. $8/hr + bonuses
and incentives. Interested?
Call 336-0131 between 9 and
noon and 2 to 5 M-F to
schedule an interview.
Help Wanted. Mobile food
server. Flexible day/evening
shifts. $6/hr. 890-6585.
SEE THE WORLD Cruise
ship jobs: Hawaii, Caribbean.
$300-$900 weekly. Will
train. Call (504) 429-9225,
ext. 5033C17.
ALASKA 'SUMMER JOBS
- fishing industry. Earn to
$3,OOO-$6,OOO+/month+
benefits. Male/Female. No
experience necessary. (206)

Drivers wanted.' Full-time
route sales. $600-$1200 per
week. Training and vehicle
provided. Call 381-0726.

and cooks. All positionS.
Apply at 1326 Broadway.

necessary. Forinfo. call 1206-971-3550 ext. C59033:

Part-time, minimal sales and
investment. Company car,
Prepaid phone cards.
Growing income. 1-800-7322863, ext. 9501.

$ Cruise Ships Hiring!

$3,200 per month average
last summer! Limited positions available locally. Base
$1750 weekly possible mailpay + bonuses! Caii i'''800~ - .. ing our circulars.
377-5511.
= call (301) 306-'1207.

For info ""

$8/hr! Secretary needed to
.help with answering phones,·
data entry and general office
organization. If you are interested in this great summer
job, call 336-2555 M-F
between 9 and 5.
Choking on the Right- Wing
message? Convinced corporations receive more welfare
than poor people? Idaho Citizens Network is hiring
articulate, energetic people
for community organizing
positions. Job requires skills
in outreach, fundraising and
issue development. Women
and minorities, please apply.
Call 385-9146, ask for Jon.
Internet consultant opportunity. $69.95. No computer
needed. 1-800-340-4177.
Busters. Now hiring. Servers

INTERNATIONAL
EMPWYMENT
- Earn
lip to $25-$45/hour teaching
basic conversational English
in Japan,Taiwan,or South
Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages
required. For information
call: (206) 971-3570 ext.
J59033.

.Office Pro.· Need a
resume? Need to have a
paper typed? Perhaps you
need tutoring on software.
Office Pro. does all this and
more! For reasonable rates,
quality, and prompt results
call Matt Stanley today at
'8'53-3848. . .•. ..•.. .:

'Students Needed! $$$+Free
Travel (Caribbean, Europe,
Hawaii!)
Seasonal/Permanent, No
Experience Necessary. Gde.
919-929-4398 ext C1124.

Fundralsing
Getting Married? Minister
available to officiate. 3438597.

FUND RAISER-Motivated
groups needed to earn $500+
promoting AT&T, Discover,
gas and retail cards. Since
1969, we've helped thou- •
sands of groups raise the
money they need. Call Gina
at (800) 592-2121 ext. 110.
Free CD to qualified callers.

Housing
Sublet in Moscow. Large 1bedroom apartment. Close to
campus. Private parking,
laundry facilities. Available
from May 20 to August 31.
$325/mont~, $200 deposit.
388-2356.

Merchandise
TROPICAL RESORTS
HIRING. Entry-level &
career positions available
worldwide (Hawaii, Mexico,
Caribbean, etc.). Waitstaff,
housekeepers, SCUBA dive
leaders, fitness counselors,
and more. Call Resort
Employment Services 1-206971-3600 ext. R59031.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING.
Earn up to $2,000+/month.
World travel. Seasonal &
full-time positions. No expo

Beautiful Black Hills Gold
locket $90 obo. Hunter green
leather jacket $80 obo. Call
Beth 385-7603.

Why rent when you could
own this 1976 3 bedroom, 2
bath mobile home in a family
park? Storage shed and community pool. 376-7283.

Getting Married? 500 custom-designed wedding
announcements for under
$225. All accessories discounted with order. Call
Aimee Chester at Legacy
Announcements, 345-1275.

Monthly RV spaces. Close to
BSU. 388-0936.
Looking fQr Sublet.Out-ofstate couple searching for
sublet from mid-May to midAugust. Call Eric. at (919)
403-8715 or (801)723-7736 .
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Home For Sale 4 Bedroom,
3 Bath, 1850 square foot
home 1 block from college.
Immaculate! Asking
$124,900. Call 342-2765.

Let us help you find a roomate, sell a car, find your
soul mate. The Arbiter ad
section Is available for
your use. ·Student rates:
First 25 words are free.
Each additional word is 25
cents. 'Non;;'
Student/Business rates:
SO cents per word. General
Information: All ads must
be received and paid for by
5 p.m. Friday, prior to
Wednesday's edition. Calt
(208)-345-8204 for further information.

